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binding.
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“Our Perma-Bound bindings are
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This list is meant to be a tool to order Perma-Bound books in schools using Powerful
Understanding by Adrienne Gear as a teaching reference tool.
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Adrienne Gear developed Reading Power almost 10 years ago.
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search box.
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Why we can guarantee our binding
Our process increases the durability and flexibility of every title in our patented permabound binding. We rebuild every book from the ground up using only the top-quality
binding materials. Our books are inspected and tested then sent to you with our
guarantee.

Perma-Bound Books
Impact Statement
•••
In compliance with Perma-Bound
environmental guidelines to reduce
our environmental footprint we
have selected titles in our longlasting, low impact, guaranteed
Perma-Bound binding.

•••

Powerful Understanding

Place an Order

In these challenging times, teaching children to think critically and
reflectively and be compassionate, responsible and caring citizens at the
same time is a tall order. Powerful Understanding explores effective
ways to build social emotional skills and help students make
connections, question what they read, and reflect on their learning as
they develop into stronger readers and learners.

Orders can be placed:
Toll Free: 1.800.461.1999.
Fax:

1.888.250.3811.

Email:

perma-bound.ca@sympatico.ca

Or orders can be sent to us directly
from our website at:

ISBN: 978-1551383286 (paperback)

www.perma-bound.com

List Price: $24.95 Perma-Bound Canada Price: $21.21

Perma-Bound Canada
Box 868, Station Main
Peterborough, ON K9J 7A2

Why we can guarantee our binding  2

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Anchor Books
Order
Number

Title

63682

Crayon Box That
Talked

35884

Author

Annotation

Titles that focus on diversity and on
celebrating similarities and differences
Interest Level
(Reading Level)

Format

Price

Although they are many different colors, the crayons in a box discover that when they
get together they can appreciate each other and make a complete picture.

2.2
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$21.53

How Are We the Same
Kalman, Bobbie
and Different?

Outlines the ways in which children are similar and different and discusses how we can
accept the differences in ourselves and others through new ideas and positive actions.

4
(1 to 4)

Perma‐Bound

$11.30

5092598

I'm Like You, You're
Like Me: A Book about
Understanding and
Gainer, Cindy
Appreciating Each
Other

Illustrations and simple text explore ways in which children are alike and some ways
they may be different.

1
(K to 3)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$16.56

175704

Let's Talk About Race

Lester, Julius

The author introduces the concept of race as only one component in an individual's or
nation's "story."

3
(1 to 4)

Perma‐Bound

$10.10

151035

Lovely

Hong, Jess

Big, small, curly, straight, loud, quiet, smooth, wrinkly, lovely explores a world of
differences that all add up to the same thing, we are all lovely.

2
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$18.77

56143

Same, Same, but
Different

Kostecki‐Shaw,
Jenny Sue

Pen pals Elliott and Kailash discover that even though they live in different countries‐‐
America and India‐‐they both love to climb trees, own pets, and ride school buses.

1.9
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$26.65

148733

We're Different, We're
the Same (Sesame
Kates, Bobbi
Street)

Illustrations and simple rhyming text show that while the body parts of various human
and Muppet characters may look different, they have similar uses.

1
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$11.04

328969

Whoever You Are

Fox, Mem

Despite the differences between people around the world, there are similarities that
join us together, such as pain, joy, and love.

3.2
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$13.81

149608

Why Am I Me?

Britt, Paige

In a poetic, philosophical exchange, two children of different races ask themselves why
they are who and what they are, and speculate on how they could be different.

2
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$19.88

DeRolf, Shane

List Total

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

$149.64

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Physical Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Teased by the other girls in her swimming class, a plus‐sized, insecure young girl is
counseled by her swimming teacher to change how she sees herself through a
visualization technique that helps her to feel bolder, more confident, and more self‐
accepting.

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

2
(K to 3)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$18.73

129265

Abigail the Whale

17835

Arnie and the New Kid Carlson, Nancy L.

When an accident requires Arnie to use crutches, he begins to understand the limits
and possibilities of his new classmate, who has a wheelchair.

2
(P to 2)

Paperback

$6.62

63696

Crazy Hair Day

Saltzberg, Barney

Stanley is excited about Crazy Hair Day at his school, until he discovers that he has
gotten the date wrong.

2.8
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

Eddie Longpants

Levert, Michelle

Every day at school, students find new ways to bully a very tall classmate until one day
when the teasers learn that being big is not so bad after all, especially when you have a
big heart.

3
(P to 2)

Paperback

$9.89

88671

Elmer

McKee, David

All the elephants of the jungle were gray except Elmer, who was a patchwork of brilliant
colors until the day he got tired of being different and making the other elephants
laugh.

3.2
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$25.64

160978

Hello Goodbye Dog

Gianferrari, Maria

A student who uses a wheelchair finds a way to see her dog each day in school.

2
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$18.77

175362

Leon the Chameleon

Watt, Melanie

Leon has a problem ‐ when the other chameleons turn green, yellow or blue, he turns
red, purple or orange.

2.7
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$8.91

33137

Spoon

Rosenthal, Amy
Krouse

Thinking that Fork, Knife, and Chopstick have it better than he, Spoon begins to feel
down about his status in the utensil world, but when others take the time to show him
just how important he is, Spoon quickly comes to realize that being a spoon is the best
thing to be after all!

2.3
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$25.64

52964

Spork

Maclear, Kyo

Spork sticks out in the regimented world of the cutlery drawer and is never chosen at
mealtimes until one day when a very messy thing arrives in the kitchen who has never
heard of cutlery customs.

3.2
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$15.34

List Total

$146.39

4999568

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Cali, Davide

Annotation

Featuring Characters whose appearance or actions
differ from what is perceived as the norm

Featuring characters who march to
the beat of their own drum

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Personal Preference Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Annotation

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

Boy Who Cried
Fabulous

Newman, Leslea

A young boy's fascination with everything he sees around him causes him to be late and
upsets his parents, until they come to realize his special gift.

3.4
(P to 2)

Paperback

$8.83

69652

Brontorina

Howe, James

Despite her size and not having the proper footwear, a determined dinosaur pursues her
dream of becoming a ballerina.

2.2
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$8.89

55239

Calvin Can't Fly: The
Story of a Bookworm
Birdie

Berne, Jennifer

A young starling chooses to read books when his cousins are learning to fly, and the
knowledge he acquires comes in handy when a hurricane threatens the flock's migration.

3.8
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$16.81

100703

Finklehopper Frog

Livingston, Irene

Finklehopper Frog's jogging style and wild jogging suit meet with criticism until he runs
into Ruby Rabbit.

3.1
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$10.69

117272

Giraffes Can't Dance

Andreae, Giles

Gerald the giraffe is too clumsy to dance with all the other animals at the Jungle Dance,
until he finds the right music.

3.8
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$25.64

138200

Green Pants

Kraegel, Kenneth

A young boy must learn to detach from a "comfort object"‐‐a beloved pair of green pants‐‐
when he is asked to wear a tuxedo for his cousin's wedding.

2.8
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$24.61

98683

Morris Micklewhite and Baldacchino,
the Tangerine Dress
Christine

Morris faces taunts and criticism when he wears an orange dress to school, but things
begin to change for him after he uses his imagination to paint a fantastic picture that he
shares with his classmates.

3.7
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$25.58

219262

Odd Velvet

Whitcomb, Mary

Although she dresses differently from the other girls and does things which are unusual,
Velvet eventually teaches her classmates that even an outsider has something to offer.

4.1
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$23.60

70770

Oddrey

Whamond, Dave

Oddrey likes to be different, and she is sometimes lonely as a result. However, when she
seizes the opportunity to shine, she is happily surprised by the results.

2.3
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$12.79

5637055

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Featuring characters who march to
the beat of their own drum

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Personal Preference Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Annotation

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

52226

Quite Contrary Man: A Hyatt, Patricia
True American Tale
Rusch

In nineteenth century New England, Joseph Palmer flouts the law against wearing a beard
and is accused by his fellow citizens of being unpatriotic and sinful, stubbornly refusing to
shave even when he is sent to jail.

4.5
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$15.34

286301

Story of Ferdinand

Leaf, Munro

Ferdinand likes to sit quietly and smell the flowers, but one day he gets stung by a bee and
his snorting and stomping convince everyone that he is the fiercest of bulls.

3.7
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$14.82

111731

Thunder Egg

Myers, Tim J.

The Thunder Egg is the story of a girl s coming of age, when she realizes that life can
require us to think of others before ourselves and to follow what our hearts tell us.

3
(2 to 5)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$17.63

List Total

$205.23

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Family Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Featuring a variety of different families

Annotation

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

13647

And Tango Makes
Three

Richardson, Justin
& Parnell, Peter

At New York City's Central Park Zoo, two male penguins fall in love and start a family by
taking turns sitting on an abandoned egg until it hatches.

3.5
(P to 2)

Perma‐
Bound

$26.65

121535

Families, Families,
Families!

Lang, Suzanne

Moms, dads, sisters, brothers‐‐and even Great Aunt Sue‐‐ appear in dozens of
combinations, demonstrating all kinds of nontraditional families! Silly animals are
cleverly depicted in framed portraits, and offer a warm celebration of family love.

2
(P to 2)

Perma‐
Bound

$25.64

130456

Family Is a Family Is a
Family

O'Leary, Sara

When a teacher asks the children in her class to think about what makes their families
special, the answers are all different in many ways, but the same in the one way that
matters most of all.

2
(K to 3)

Perma‐
Bound

$26.61

49108

Great Big Book of
Families

Hoffman, Mary

Features illustrations and descriptions of different types of families and how their lives
are similar and different.

3
(P to 2)

Perma‐
Bound

$18.66

95967

Heather Has Two
Mommies

Newman, Leslea

When Heather goes to playgroup, at first she feels bad because she has two mothers
and no father, but then she learns that there are lots of different kinds of families and
the most important thing is that all the people love each other.

2
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$18.77

294017

Tell Me Again About
the Night I Was Born

Curtis, Jamie Lee

A child begs her adoptive parents to recount how they came to be a family but ends up
telling a well‐known tale herself.

2.8
(K to 3)

Perma‐
Bound

$16.85

3549627

Who's in a Family?

Skutch, Robert

Family is important, but who's in a family? Why, the people who love you the most!This
equal opportunity, open‐minded picture book has no preconceptions about what
makes a family a family.

1
(P to 2)

Paperback

$8.83

List Total

$142.01

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Gender Diversity
Order
Number

5836526

87553

5573505

98683

Title

Author

Annotation

Featuring Characters who identify
with untraditional gender roles

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

All I Want to Be Is Me

Reflects the diverse ways that young children experience and express their gender and
Rothblatt, Phyllis gives voice to the feelings of children who do not fit into narrow gender stereotypes,
and who just want to be free to be themselves.

3
(2 to 5)

Paperback

$17.34

I Am Jazz!

Presents the story of a transgender child who traces her early awareness that she is a
Herthel, Jessica &
girl in spite of male anatomy and the acceptance she finds through a wise doctor who
Jennings, Jazz
explains her natural transgender status.

3.3
(K to 3)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$19.88

Jacob's New Dress

Hoffman, Sarah & Jacob, who likes to wear dresses at home, convinces his parents to let him wear a dress
Ian
to school, too.

2
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$18.77

Morris faces taunts and criticism when he wears an orange dress to school, but things
begin to change for him after he uses his imagination to paint a fantastic picture that he
shares with his classmates.

3.7
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$25.58

Morris Micklewhite
and the Tangerine
Dress

Baldacchino,
Christine

My Princess Boy: A
Mom's Story About a
Young Boy Who Loves
to Dress Up

Kilodavis, Cheryl

Shows a family's acceptance and support of their son who likes to dress up as a
princess.

2.4
(2 to 5)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$19.88

221380

Oliver Button Es una
Nena

DePaola, Tomie

His classmates' taunts don't stop Oliver Button from doing what he likes best.

2.9
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$17.23

95070

Red: A Crayon's Story

Hall, Michael

Red's factory‐applied label clearly says that he is red, but despite the best efforts of his
teacher, fellow crayons and art supplies, and family members, he cannot seem to do
anything right until a new friend offers a fresh perspective.

1.6
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$26.65

80470

Sissy Duckling

Elmer the duck is teased because he is different, but he proves himself by not only
surviving the winter, but also saving his Papa.

3.7
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$11.93

330560

William's Doll

3.6
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

List Total

$174.11

4976725

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Fierstein, Harvey

Zolotow, Charlotte William wants a doll, but his father and brother are against it.

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Neuro Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Annotation

6111076

Alphabet War: A Story
about Dyslexia

Robb, Diane Burton

Learning to read is a great struggle for Adam, but with expert help, hard work, and belief
in himself, he wins "The Alphabet War." Includes information about dyslexia.

25247

Be Good to Eddie Lee

Fleming, Virginia

Featuring characters who are living with
autism, ADHD, Down syndrome, or dyslexia
Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

4.1
(2 to 5)

Paperback

$8.83

Although Christy considered him a pest, when Eddie Lee, a boy with Down's Syndrome,
follows her into the woods, he shares several special discoveries with her.

3.6
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$10.10

5638768

I See Things Differently:
A First Look at Autism

Thomas, Pat

Psychotherapist and counselor Pat Thomas puts her gentle, yet straightforward approach
to work in this new picture book aimed at helping children understand what autism is and
how it affects someone who has it.

2
(K to 3)

Paperback

$10.60

175280

Leo the Late Bloomer

Kraus, Robert

Leo, a young tiger, finally blooms under the eyes of very anxious parents.

1.2
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

40658

My Brother Charlie

Peete, Holly
Robinson

A girl tells what it is like living with her twin brother who has autism and sometimes finds
it hard to communicate with words, but who, in most ways, is just like any other boy.
Includes authors' note about autism.

2.8
(1 to 4)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$19.88

4104533

My Friend Isabelle

Woloson, Eliza

A young boy named Charlie describes the activities he shares with his friend Isabelle, a girl
with Down Syndrome.

1
(P to 2)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$16.52

296027

Thank You, Mr. Falker

After recognizing Trisha's incredible artistic ability and her problem with reading, Mr.
Falker takes the time to lead her finally and happily to the magic of reading.

4.1
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$26.65

List Total

$109.43

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Polacco, Patricia

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Sensory Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Annotation

Cottin, Menena

Invites readers to imagine living without sight through remarkable illustrations done with
raised lines and descriptions of colors based on imagery. Braille letters accompany the
illustrations and a full Braille alphabet offers sighted readers help reading along with their
fingers.

Bell, Cece

In graphic novel format, the author recounts her experiences with hearing loss at a young
age, including using a bulky hearing aid, learning how to lip read, and determining her
"superpower."

Featuring characters who are living with
hearing or visual impairment

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

2.6
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$26.61

2.7
(4 to 7)

Perma‐Bound

$20.55

2.8
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$17.86

33109

Black Book of Colors

97829

El Deafo

172540

Knots on a Counting
Rope

202335

Moses Goes to a
Concert

Millman, Isaac

Moses and his schoolmates, all deaf, attend a concert where the orchestra's percussionist
is also deaf. Includes illustrations in sign language and a page showing the manual
alphabet.

3.3
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$18.88

265506

See the Ocean

Condra, Estelle

A little girl and her family visit the beach.

3.9
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$24.92

127253

Six Dots: A Story of
Young Louis Braille

Inspiring picture‐book biography presents the story of the blind French educator Louis
Braille, who as a boy was so determined to read that he invented his own alphabet‐‐one
that is still in use today.

3.3
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$26.65

List Total

$135.47

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Martin, Bill, Jr. & Boy‐Strength‐of‐Blue‐Horses and his grandfather reminisce about the young boy's birth,
Archambault, John his first horse, and an exciting horse race.

Bryant, Jen

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Racial/Cultural Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Featuring characters of different
racial and cultural backgrounds

Author

Annotation

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Katz, Karen

Seven‐year‐old Lena and her mother observe the variations in the color of their friends'
skin, viewed in terms of foods and things found in nature.

Lester, Julius

Format

Price

2.5
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$17.86

The author introduces the concept of race as only one component in an individual's or
nation's "story."

3
(1 to 4)

Perma‐Bound

$10.10

Explores the many different shades of human skin, and points out that skin is just a
covering that does not reveal what someone is like inside.

2
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$26.61

Simple text and illustrations introduce skin, race, ethnicity, and most importantly, the
need to look beyond the skin, to the heart, to really see a person.

2
(K to 3)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$14.35

57091

Colors of Us

175704

Let's Talk About Race

37440

Shades of People

273619

Skin Again

5092810

Skin You Live In

Tyler, Michael

Rhyming verse describes the diversity of skin color, promotes self‐esteem, and explores
how children can be both unique and similar at the same time.

1
(K to 3)

Publisher's
Hardcover

$17.63

289335

Suki's Kimono

Uegaki, Chieri

Suki wears her favorite thing, a kimono received from her grandmother on a day at a
festival, despite what the other kids will say and, after demonstrating a dance, the
others are won over.

3.9
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$11.30

336870

Yoko

When Yoko brings sushi to school for lunch, her classmates make fun of what she eats‐‐
until one of them tries it for himself.

2.9
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

List Total

$114.70

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

Rotner, Shelley

Hooks, Bell

Wells, Rosemary

Featuring characters living in
low socio‐economic situations

Powerful Understanding
Understanding Others
Economic Diversity
Order
Number

Title

Author

Annotation

Reading Level
(Interest Level)

Format

Price

105870

Fly Away Home

Bunting, Eve

A homeless boy who lives in an airport with his father, moving from terminal to terminal
and trying not to be noticed, is given hope when he sees a trapped bird find its freedom.

2.7
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$17.86

106236

Maddi's Fridge

Brandt, Lois

After a day at the park, Sofia discovers that her best friend Maddi has no food in her
refrigerator and decides to try to help, eventually enlisting her mother.

2.6
(P to 2)

Perma‐Bound

$26.61

293323

Teddy Bear

McPhail, David

A teddy bear, lost by the little boy who loves him, still feels loved after being rescued by a
homeless man.

3.4
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$18.88

28597

Those Shoes

Boelts, Maribeth

Jeremy, who longs to have the black high tops that everyone at school seems to have but
his grandmother cannot afford, is excited when he sees them for sale in a thrift shop and
decides to buy them even though they are the wrong size.

3.1
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

301355

Tight Times

Hazen, Barbara
Shook

A small boy, not allowed to have a dog because times are tight, finds a starving kitten in a
trash can on the same day his father loses his job.

2.4
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$15.83

310607

Uncle Willie and the
Soup Kitchen

DiSalvo‐Ryan,
DyAnne

A young boy accompanies his Uncle Willie to the city soup kitchen where the uncle works.

3.3
(K to 3)

Perma‐Bound

$16.85

List Total

$112.88

Total all Lists

$1,289.86

Peram‐Bound Canada
1‐800‐461‐19999
wwww.perma‐bound.com/canada

This Perma-Bound listing contains Perma-Bound books
available for this professional title and in no way
should be interpreted as an endorsement by the
authors, creators, or publisher of Powerful
Understanding of the Perma-Bound edition of any
book in this list.
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